
CareAssist® ES Bed

Easy to use. Safe for you and your patients.



Easy for you

One-button Dining Chair® feature
A single touch of a button  
moves patient gently in and  
out of chair position.

Built-in bed extender 
One caregiver can easily add length 
to the bed without calling 
maintenance for an extension.

Point-of-Care® controls 
Large, easy-to-read controls 
just where you want them.

Easy-to-read Line of Site® angle  
Monitor patient head angle in any 
siderail position at point of care.

Easy to use, all around the bed.
The CareAssist® ES bed makes every bedside task easier, faster and more efficient.

“�Give�me�a�no-hassle�bed��
that�saves�me�time.”



Built-in connectivity
One of our new smart beds—the CareAssist® ES bed 
easily connects to your network documenting 
patient status, saving time and paperwork.

                Easy to transport
Now with IntelliDrive® Power 
Transport, you can transport 
patients without asking for help.  

Easy to use, all around the facility.

Use almost any surface
Maximum flexibility to care for patients at 
every level of risk for skin breakdown.

Fifth wheel
Steer the bed easier with  
added maneuverability.

An easy choice.
Professional support when you need it
Only Hill-Rom offers access to top-flight clinical professionals 
and service representatives, who can help you improve protocols 
for more sustained, measurable improvements in safety.

Battery backup 
No need to find an outlet when 
repositioning the bed during 
patient transfer.

New



Safe for you

New             Safer transport to  
protect your back.
The CareAssist® ES bed works hard to create safer patient 
transport. Its stationary headboard and ergonomically 
designed handles–at just the right height–make it safer to 
move patients. And now, with our optional IntelliDrive® 
feature, patient transport is safer than ever.

“�I�can�move�my�patient��
without�strain�on�my��
back�and�legs.”



Safer tasks with one-step features.

               Safer handling
Grip the footboard with confidence– 
it stays firmly in place once it is locked.

Safer positioning
With our electrical vascular foot feature, there’s no 
need to strain to lift the patient’s legs and bed frame.

Safer chair positioning
Safely move your patients in and out of chair  
position, without additional strain on your back.

Safer weighing
Easily weigh your patient in place with superior 
accuracy–no need to transport to a scale.

New



Safe for your patients

Safe Skin® program
Led by experienced clinical professionals, our 
comprehensive program for the prevention of skin 
breakdown helps improve outcomes that are 
repeatable and sustainable.

Protect your patients from skin breakdown.

SlideGuard™ Frame Technology
This advanced frame design helps reduce patients 
from sliding down in bed.

Skin safety comes with your choice of surfaces.

P310�Wound�Surface
Multi-zoned prevention surface  
for moderate acuity patients

NP200�Wound�Surface
Prevention surface with innovative 
Stimulite® Honeycomb material

AccuMax�Quantum™�VPC�Surface
Non-powered prevention surface  
with Controlled Release™ technologyTempur-Pedic®�Mattress

The best known name in comfort, 
now in the medical setting

NP100�Prevention�Surface
For patients at low risk for skin breakdown

4"



Protect your patients from falls.
Our comprehensive No Falls® program offers evidence-based, continuous 
improvement of your falls protocols.

SafeView® alerts
Both audible and visible from all angles, these advanced alerts  
cover bed exit, siderail down, brakes not set and bed height.

Scale-based bed exit monitoring
Highly accurate, sensitive system 
based on patient weight for fewer 
false alarms.

“�My�work�is�so�much�easier�
when�I�know�my�patients��
are�safe.”

Safer brakes
Dual-locking brake casters with an 
audible alarm if the brake is not set.



               and improved 
footboard design

Hill-Rom® CareAssist ES bed
Frame width......................................................................................................... 40".(102.cm)
Frame length with head/ footboard.(w/.bumpers)................................ 100".(254.cm)
Sleep deck 
width.................................................................................................................36.00".(91.44.cm)
normal.length.................................................................................................80.00".(203.20.cm)
extended.length.............................................................................................84.00".(213.36.cm)
Bed clearance under frame...................................................................... 5.00".(12.70.cm).

CareAssist® ES Bed Technical Specifications
Optional scale system
accuracy.....................................................+/-.2.2.lbs.or.1.1%.of.patient.weight.w/e.is.greater
weigh.in.any.position................................................................................................................ yes
scale.repeatability........................................................................................ 2%.of.patient.weight
Low position floor to deck........................................................................... 15.75".(40.cm).
High position floor to deck....................................................................... 32.5".(82.55.cm)
Max head elevation............................................................................................... 65.degrees
Max Trend and reverse Trend............................................................................ 16.degrees
Caster size..................................................................................................................6".(15.cm)
Weight limit.(Safe.working.load).................................................................................. 500.lbs

CareAssist® ES Bed
Easy for you. Safe for you and your patients.

Dining Chair®
feature

Battery 
backup

Bed exit  
and scale

               IntelliDrive® 
Powered Transport

Fifth wheel

Built-in  
bed extender

               and improved 
patient pendant

Non-moving headboard

Four-corner brake access with 
audible “Brake Not Set” alarm

SafeView® alerts

New

New

New

Hill-Rom reserves the right to make changes without 
notice in design, specifications and models. The only 
warranty Hill-Rom makes is the express written warranty 
extended on the sale or rental of its products.
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